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QUESTION: 67
You are configuring an HP ProCurve MSM710 Mobility Controller to be a secondary
Controller in a Layer 3 mobility domain. What information must be entered into the new
controller to indicate that it is not the primary controller?

A. IP address of the primary controller
B. VSC bindings configured on the primary controller
C. MAC address of the primary controller
D. Priority ID of the primary controller

Answer: A

QUESTION: 68
You must configure Layer 3 mobility for a Virtual Service Community (VSC) on an HP
ProCurve MSM760 Mobility Controller. What is the effect of enabling WPA2
Opportunistic Key Caching?

A. Clients associated with the VSC will not be required to re-submit credentials after
roaming.
B. Clients associated with the VSC will not be required to cache encryption keys before
roaming.
C. Clients associated with the VSC will not be required to acquire new IP addresses after
roaming.
D. Clients associated with the VSC will not be required to use WPA2 unless they roam.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 69
A wireless client associated a VSC configured on an HP ProCurve MSM710 Mobility
Controller has received an IP address from a DHCP server. Layer 3 Mobility has been
enabled for the VSC. When the client moves to another location, it associates with
another MSM AP that is controlled by another controller in the same roaming domain.
The second AP and controller are in one subnet, and the first AP and controller are in
another subnet. Where will the second AP forward the client’s traffic?

A. First AP
B. First Mobility Controller
C. Second Mobility Controller
D. Destination address in each packet
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 70
In an HP ProCurve mobility solution, when is a roam initiated?

A. When the Home AP determines signal strength is weak
B. When the wireless client determines the roam is necessary
C. When the Home Controller determines the client’s traffic is degraded
D. When the Foreign AP detects the wireless client

Answer: B

QUESTION: 71
The administrator of an HP MSM710 Controller is configuring Q0S for a Virtual Service
Community in an HP mobility solution. What is the effect of the “VSC based Very-high”
setting?

A. Users in this VSC will have the highest priority access to bandwidth on the Mobility
Controller’s port.
B. The Mobility Controller will use DSCP to ensure traffic sent by users in this VSC
receives high priority from upstream switches and routers.
C. The 802.1p marker for all packets sent by users in this VSC will be marked with “7” to
indicate the highest possible priority.
D. Users in this VSC will have the highest priority access to bandwidth in the wireless
connections to APs bound this VSV.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 72
At a hotel, you must configure a Subscription service to enable users of an HP ProCurve
mobility solution to use credit cards to purchase premium wireless service. Which
additional requirement must the hotel fulfill to implement this solution?

A. The hotel must use the Guest Management tool.
B. The hotel must also accept credit cards for other services.
C. The hotel must have RF Manager installed.
D. The hotel must have an account with a payment service.
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 73
You must install an HP ProCurve MSM422 AP at a customer site. Some users will be
separated from the AP by a wall that reduces by 3dB. How will this affect the signal to
these users?

A. It will decrease by 1W.
B. It will decrease by 30 percent.
C. It will decrease by one-third.
D. It will decrease by half.

Answer: D
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